Start: 19.15 GMT (Reykjavík)

1) OPENING
Music by Iceland Symphonic Orchestra & INNI
Masters of Ceremony: Ilmur Kristjánsdóttir & Hugleikur Dagsson

2) EUROPEAN SHORT FILM
   GRANNY'S SEXUAL LIFE by Urška Djukić & Émilie Pigeard
   ICE MERCHANTS by João Gonzalez
   LOVE, DAD by Diana Cam Van Nguyen
   TECHNO, MAMA by Saulius Baradinskas
   WILL MY PARENTS COME TO SEE ME by Mo Harawe

3) EUROPEAN DIRECTOR
   Lukas Dhont for CLOSE
   Marie Kreutzer for CORSAGE
   Jerzy Skolimowski for EO
   Ali Abbasi for HOLY SPIDER
   Alice Diop for SAINT OMER
   Ruben Östlund for TRIANGLE OF SADNESS

4) LUX EUROPEAN AUDIENCE FILM AWARD

5) EXCELLENCE AWARDS
   EUROPEAN CINEMATOGRAPHY
   Winner: Kate McCullough for THE QUIET GIRL
   EUROPEAN EDITING
   Winner: Özcan Vardar & Eytan İpeker for BURNING DAYS
   EUROPEAN PRODUCTION DESIGN
   Winner: Jim Clay for BELFAST
   EUROPEAN COSTUME DESIGN
   Winner: Charlotte Walter for BELFAST
   EUROPEAN MAKE-UP & HAIR
   Winner: Heike Merker for ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT
   EUROPEAN ORIGINAL SCORE
   Winner: Paweł Mykietyn for EO
   EUROPEAN SOUND
   Winner: Simone Paolo Olivero, Paolo Benvenuti, Benni Atria, Marco Saitta, Ansgar Frerich & Florian Holzner for THE HOLE
   EUROPEAN VISUAL EFFECTS
   Winner: Frank Petzold, Viktor Müller & Markus Frank for ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT
6) EUROPEAN DISCOVERY - Prix FIPRESCI
   107 MOTHERS by Peter Kerekes
   LOVE ACCORDING TO DALVA by Emmanuelle Nicot
   OTHER PEOPLE by Aleksandra Terpińska
   PAMFIR by Dmytro Sukholytksyy-Sobchuk
   SMALL BODY by Laura Samani
   SONNE by Kurdwin Ayub

7) EUROPEAN SUSTAINABILITY AWARD - Prix FILM4CLIMATE
   Winner: European Commission: European Green Deal, represented by Ursula von der Leyen (ONLINE)

8) LUX EUROPEAN AUDIENCE FILM AWARD

9) EURIMAGES CO-PRODUCTION AWARD
   Winner: The producers of Ukraine, represented by Julia Sinkevych and Darya Bassel

10) EUROPEAN SCREENWRITER
    Carla Simón & Arnau Vilaró for ALCARRÀS
    Kenneth Branagh for BELFAST
    Lukas Dhont & Angelo Tijssens for CLOSE
    Ali Abbasi & Afshin Kamran Bahrami for HOLY SPIDER
    Ruben Östlund for TRIANGLE OF SADNESS

11) LUX EUROPEAN AUDIENCE FILM AWARD

12) IN MEMORIAM with Musicians

13) EUROPEAN ACHIEVEMENT IN WORLD CINEMA
    Winner: Elia Suleiman

14) EUROPEAN COMEDY
    COP SECRET by Hannes Þór Halldórsson
    THE DIVIDE by Catherine Corsini
    THE GOOD BOSS by Fernando León de Aranoa

15) EUROPEAN INNOVATIVE STORYTELLING
    Winner: Marco Bellocchio for EXTERIOR NIGHT

16) MoC special

17) EUROPEAN ACTOR
    Paul Mescal in AFTERSUN
    Eden Dambrine in CLOSE
    Elliott Crosset Hove in GODLAND
    Pierfrancesco Favino in NOSTALGIA
    Zlatko Burić in TRIANGLE OF SADNESS

18) EUROPEAN ACTRESS
    Vicky Krieps in CORSAGE
    Zar Amir Ebrahimi in HOLY SPIDER
    Léa Seydoux in ONE FINE MORNING
    Penélope Cruz in PARALLEL MOTHERS
    Meltem Kaptan in RABIYE KURNAZ VS. GEORGE W. BUSH
19) Month of European Film

20) Live Act: GusGus

21) LUX EUROPEAN AUDIENCE FILM AWARD

22) EUROPEAN ANIMATED FEATURE FILM
- LITTLE NICHOLAS - HAPPY AS CAN BE by Amandine Fredon & Benjamin Massoubre
- MY LOVE AFFAIR WITH MARRIAGE by Signe Baumane
- MY NEIGHBORS’ NEIGHBORS by Anne-Laure Daffis & Léo Marchand
- NO DOGS OR ITALIANS ALLOWED by Alain Ughetto
- OINK by Mascha Halberstad

23) MoC special

24) EUROPEAN DOCUMENTARY
- A HOUSE MADE OF SPLINTERS by Simon Lereng Wilmont
- GIRL GANG by Susanne Regina Meures
- MARIUPOLIS 2 by Mantas Kvedaravičius
- THE BALCONY MOVIE by Paweł Łoziński
- THE MARCH ON ROME by Mark Cousins

25) LUX EUROPEAN AUDIENCE FILM AWARD

26) EUROPEAN LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT
Winner: Margarethe von Trotta

27) EUROPEAN FILM
- ALCARRÀS
  directed by Carla Simón
  produced by María Zamora, Stefan Schmitz, Tono Folguera & Giovanni Pompili
- CLOSE
  directed by Lukas Dhont
- CORSAGE
  directed by Marie Kreutzer
  produced by Alexander Glehr, Johanna Scherz, Bernard Michaux, Jonas Dornbach, Janine Jackowski, Maren Ade & Jean-Christophe Reymond
- HOLY SPIDER
  directed by Ali Abbasi
  produced by Sol Bondy & Jacob Jarek
- TRIANGLE OF SADNESS
  directed by Ruben Östlund
  produced by Erik Hemmendorff & Philippe Bober

28) Finale